, "Adjustable levels of strong turbulence in a positive/negative ion plasma" (1993 Positive/negative ion plas. mas, composed of Ba+, SF6, and residual electrons, were observed to display characteristics of strong turbulence. Experiments on the UCI Q machine linked the presence of negative ions (and the depletion of electrons) with large density fluctuations (t>n/ n=l), large-amplitude, low-frequency electrostatic noise (f<20 kHz), and rapid transport of ions across magnetic field lines (D 1 = 10 4 cm 2 /sec). Ion velocity distributions were heated parallel to and cooled perpendicular to the confining magnetic field. The partial pressure of gaseous SF 6 was shown to serve as a regulator of plasma turbulence. Turbulence levels could be smoothly varied from quiescent states (Bnln=0.01) to strongly turbulent states (8nln=l).
I. INTRODUCTION
Positive-negative ion plasmas (PNIP) are charge--neutral plasmas in which the negative charge is dominated by negative ions rather than electrons. PNIP's are interesting both experimentally and theoretically. They are found in gas laser discharges, combustion products, 1 plasma discharges for semiconductor device manufacture,2 stellar atmospheres, 3 pulsar magnetospheres, 4 the Earth's ionosphere, s, 6 and neutral beam sources for controlled fusion experiments. 7 In recent years, PNIP's have been created artificially in the ionosphere by rocket releases of electron scavengers such as CF 3 Br, Ni(C0) 4 , and SF 6 , Ref. 8 . These PNIP's display characteristics of strong turbulence.
From theoretical and experimental standpoints, PNIP's can be simpler to understand and diagnose than electron-ion plasmas because ( 1 ) many basic plasma processes are expected to be slowed in PNIP's relative to electron-ion plasmas due to the large mass of negative ions compared with electrons; (2) if electrons ·were to be entirely absent, the approximate mass symmetry between positive and negative species simplifies many analytical expressions, particularly wave dispersion relations; ( 3) by symmetry, diagnosis of one species can allow inferences about the other; and ( 4) sophisticated spectroscopic diagnostics can be applied to ions which cannot be applied to electrons. Also, there is good reason to believe that PNIP's should display features of strong turbulence, and, therefore, could serve as a simple experimental model to test strong turbulence theory. 9 -13 Plasma turbulence is important to plasma heating, mixing, and transport. Its_ deleterious effect on particle confinement in controlled fusion experiments is considered one of the chief impediments to useful nuclear power.
14 PNIP's have been studied by a number of investigators over the last 30 years. ts-24 · This paper will discuss evidence of strong ~urbulence found in a laboratory PNIP, specifically, large density fluctuations, rapid ion transport across magnetic field lines, broadband (turbulent) waves, and heating of the plasma
•lwork performed at University of California, Irvine, California 92717.
ions by the turbulence. The magnitude of this turbulence can be simply determined by setting a single experimental parameter: the vessel partial pressure of an electronscavenging gas, SF 6 • We are aware of no other plasma system whose turbulence level can be varied so simply between such marked extremes-from quiescent to strongly turbulent. As such, this plasma may serve as · a testing ground for models of strong turbulence. This paper will be organized as follows: Sec. I A will present a brief overview of criterion for strong turbulence; Sec. II will describe experimental techniques; Sec. III results; and Sec. IV discussion of results.
A. Criterion for strong turbulence
Plasma turbulence may be defined in a number of ways. Among these, we will use a commonly cited parameter, 9 • 11 W=/3/a, the ratio of wave energy density, (3, to particle kinetic energy density, a. Quasilinear or weak turbulence theory may be appropriate for the conditions W < 1. Intuitively, this indicates t hat wave amplitudes are too small to trap the majority of particles or to severely distort particle velocity distributions. The condition W> 1 can signal strong turbulence. Here, wave energy and particle kinetic energy densities are comparable such that the waves strongly influence the evolution of plasma properties. The W ratio may be restated in terms of wave potential and plasma density fluctuations. Via the Boltzmann relation, l>n/n=.exp(e8<f>!kT), with 8</> representing the wave amplitude, one sees that [min> 1 is roughly equivalent to W> 1. Also, W may be estimated from changes in particle kinetic energy density as wave and particle energies equilibrate.
II. EXPERIMENT
Experiments were carried out in the UCI Q machine 25 the following discussion, "parallel" and "perpendicular" will refer to the directions parallel or perpendicular to the solenoidal magnetic field. "Axial" and "radial" will refer also to the parallel and perpendicular directions. Positive-negative ion plasmas are created from the Q-machine plasma by introducing gaseous SF 6 into the vacuum chamber. Sulfur hexafluoride is an electron scavenger with particular affinity for electrons with energies less than about 0.2 eV ( :::::2000 K). 27 By increasing the concentration of SF 6 , the electron density in the plasma column can be reduced down to less than 0.01 of its initial value. The mass ratio of SF 6 to Ba, msF/maa = 146/137 = 1.07, is very close to unity. A more detailed discussion of this and other PNIP sources is found in Sheehan and Rynn.
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For this experiment, wave amplitudes were diagnosed by small wire antennae (tip length 2 mm), plasma densities by Langmuir probes (tip diameter 0.6 mm), and barium ion densities and velocity distributions by a laserinduced fluorescence (LIF) diagnostic which has been discussed in detail elsewhere.
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The spatial, velocity, and temporal resolutions of this diagnostic are roughly 1 mm, 3 30 m/sec, and 10-9 sec, respectively. Doppler broadened Ba(II) velocity distributions are resolved by virtue of the narrow frequency bandwidths of the tunable dye laser (Av-2 MHz) and the natural linewidth of the Ba(II) atomic transitions (Av-21 MHz) and the relatively broad effective frequency bandwidth of the ion thermal velocity distribution (~v-2 GHz). An individual ion may undergo a laser-induced atomic transition when the laser photon, (a>L,k L), the ion velocity, vb and the atomic transition angular frequency, c.>*, satisfy the Doppler relation
As the dye laser is swept in frequency, the strength of the fluorescence signal is proportional to the ion density in the narrow velocity interval v to v+ Av satisfying Eq. (I) and the natural linewidth of Ba(II). From the resultant fluorescence signal strength versus frequency curve, the one dimension ion velocity distribution is generated. A schematic of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1 . The laser can be aligned perpendicular or parallel to the magnetic field to obtain perpendicular or parallel Ba(II) velocity distributions. Temperatures were assigned to nonMaxwellian distributions based on their best fits to Maxwellians.
Ill. RESULTS
Positive-negative ion plasmas in the Q machine displayed evidence of strong turbulence, namely large density 
Schematic of Q machine and LIF diagnostic configured to mea· sure ion perpendicular velocity distribution.
fluctuations, strong low-frequency electrostatic turbulence, rapid crossfield diffusion, and ion heating. Some initial results are found in Sheehan and Rynn. initial value, onln=0.25. The rollotf in on/n, seen at the highest pressure, is probably due to large radial losses of energetic plasma particles. At these pressures, the plasma has probably changed beyond the range of meaningful comparison to other data points. Density fluctuation levels varied across the plasma column diameter, as shown in Fig. 3 . Here r=O cm is the center of the plasma column and r= -2.5 cm corresponds to the edge of the plasma column before SF 6 was introduced. Notice that for r<-2.0 cm, on/n increases sharply up to a value of 8n/n = 2. The region r<; -2.0 cm sho. uld be especially depleted in electrons since few electrons are expected to undergo the multiple scatterings necessary to reach these radii. At 3 kG, a 0.2 eV electron gyroradius is minute, Cpe-3X 10-4 cm). For r<-2.5 cm, residual electron densities were below the detection limit of Langmuir probes (n/nea<l0-4 ).
At low plasma densities and high partial pressures of SF 6 , positive and negative ions are observed to undergo very rapid transport across magnetic field lines. Normally, a Q machine plasma is a tightly confined column; its diameter might increase only a few percent from its origin to termination. However, as the electron density is depleted, the plasma column expands rapidly in the radial direction (perpendicular to B) as the plasma flows axially away from the source. Based on measured plasma drift velocities and on radial ion density profiles downstream from the hot plate, one can infer cross-field diffusion coefficients in excess of 10 Fig. 4 examples of wave spectra are presented for three representative partial pressures of SF 6 . Higher-frequency turbulence was sought up to about ten times the ion plasma frequency f-10(i)p;=20 MHz, but none was observed. The frequency range of the noise in Fig. 4 is appropriate for the electrostatic drift wave, Kelvin-Helmholtz wave, the potential relaxation instability, and current-driven ion· acoustic wave. The latter two have been studied in PNIP's at the University of Iowa. 34 • 35 Neither of these were identified in the present experiments. The broadband wave spectrum that overlaps the Iowa results, and which we report here, has not yet been identified as any particular wave or instability. Due to its turbulent nature, conclusive identification of it may be a formidable task. A bibliography of waves found in Q machines can be found in Ref. 36 .
Ba(Il) parallel and perpendicular velocity distributions, obtained by LIP techniques, were altered substantially when SF 6 was introduced. Examples of ion velocity distributions with and without SF 6 are shown in Fig. 5 . Given its strong parallel and perpendicular interactions with ion velocity distributions, one might speculate that the turbulence's parallel and perpendicular phase velocities are comparable to ion thermal and drift velocities. Perpendicular velocity distributions cooled and lost particles with increased SF 6 pressure. This may be explained by prefer- ions as the plasma transited the vacuum vessel. Observations of rapid radial expansion and density depletion of the plasma column support this explanation. Parallel velocity distributions exhibited complex alterations with the introduction of SF 6 • Parallel distributions lost ions, but in a non-Maxwellian manner and, in addition, they heated and appeared to increase their drift velocities. Figure 6 plots parallel ion temperatures versus partial pressure SF 6 and Fig. 7 plots the distributions apparent drift velocity versus SF 6 partial pressure. The increased drift velocity may be an artifact of preferential loss of low v 11 particles. If this is the case, then the parallel heating is actually more dramatic than shown in Fig. 6 . Before SF 6 was introduced, the Ba+;e-plasma's parallel and perpendicular temperatures are roughly that of the hot plate, about 0.2 eV.
IV. DISCUSSION
The results of the last section can be explained by the action of strong turbulence on the ions. First, the large density fluctuations observed in the PNIP's are expected given large amplitude waves. This is suggested by the Boltzmann relation. If, for example, wave potentials were ()fl the order of-0.2 V, which are sufficiently large to draw in and expel a large fraction of the 0.2 eV ion population from a given region of space, the Boltzmann relation predicts fmln= I, which was observed experimentally.
Modifications to the ion velocity distributions can be explained by turbulent wave-particle interactions. Recall that ion parallel velocity distributions heat and appear to increase their drift velocities w:ith increased partial pressure of SF 6 (see Figs. 6 and 7) . Several observations support strong turbulence beating. First, wave potentials, as indicated by density fluctuations and wave spectra, are probably large enough to trap and heat ions. Second, the entire velocity distribution appears heated as would be the case for broadband noise and a wide variation in wavephase velocities. This is in contrast to what would be expected for a coherent wave or instability 37 which would tend to modify that part of the distribution that matches its phase velocity. Third, ion heating is very rapid, apparently occuring on a time scale of a few plasma fluctuation periods. The transit time for an ion from the hot plate to the detection region is roughly Tiransit = 5 X 10-4 sec, whereas a typical fluctuation period for the turbulence is on the order of r 1 urb=2 X 10-4 sec at 5 kHz. This suggests that ions can be strongly heated (a factor of 2 increase in temperature) in just a few fluctuation periods. .
The apparent increase in ion drift velocity, ud, also is consistent with wave-particle interactions. One might attribute the increase in vd to an increase in the hot plate sheath potential, but it is not evident why this should be. On the other hand, ion collisions can account for the sa- may be expected to be lost radially preferentially to fast ions. This would lead to the reduced ion densities and increased ion drift speeds at the observation point in the plasma. This collision process also suggests /(v 11 ) should .. develop a non-Maxwellian character, since ions of different vu have different probabilities of reaching the detection region. This, too, is observed experimentally. Note that,. if a substantial fraction of the lower vu ions were lost from the plasma column, the parallel heating indicated in Fig. 6 probably underestimates the true heating that occurred. Based on the apparent increase in drift velocity of /(v 11 ), the actual plasma temperature may have been in excess of 1 e V before being lost to the walls. This suggests that the ions may have been heated a factor of 5 or more in temperature in just a few fluctuation periods!
The cooling of the perpendicular distribution can be explained also by wave-particle heating. Let us assume that the turbulence heats f(v 1 ), but that the component waves have phase velocities high enough such that they interact preferentially with high v 1 ions. These high v 1 ions, by virtue of their larger Larmor radii, leave the plasma column radially perferentially to low v 1 ions and are lost to the chamber walls. The distribution, now poor in high v 1 ions, appears cooled.
Particle-particle collisions do not adequately explain the bulk of these results. Although they may contribute partially to the large values of cross-field particle diffusion, they cannot explain the large density fluctuations, the substantial parallel heating, perpendicular cooling, or drift velocity changes of the ion velocity distribution.
Let us summarize the probable evolution of the plasma from origin to termination. A Ba+ I e-plasma is created at the hotplate ar a temperature of 0.2 e V and begins to drift down the vessel with an initial drift velocity v a= 1.2 X 10 5 cm/sec. Electrons are scavenged by SF 6 gas and a broadband, low-frequency, strong turbulence insues and saturates within 20 cm of the hotplate, driving large plasma density :fluctuations. The turbulence possibly possesses a broadband parallel and perpendicular wavelength spectrum which allows it to heat both component;s of the ion velocity distribution. The perpendicular velocity distribution is initially heated and, through preferential loss of high v 1 ions, cools. Meanwhile, the parallel distribution, which remains in the presence of the turbulence during its vessel transit, heats and preferentially loses low v 11 ions to the walls and, thereby, apparently increases its drift velocity and develops a non-Maxwellian character.
A. Estimate of the W ratio
Much of the experimental data thus far presented suggest that PNIP's are strongly turbulent systems. We will use W> 1 as a working criterion for strong turbulence. The roughly equivalent statement, (Sn/n)>l, has been met ostensibly (Fig. 3) . We will attempt to demonstrate W>l from other experimental data. The W ratio can be calculated from separate calculations of wave and parti¢le kinetic energy densities. Particle kinetic energy densities require detailed knowledge of f<vu ) and /(v 1 ). Both are available, but are incomplete due to radial losses. One can, however, make lower limit estimates of ion kinetic energy densities by using the depleted distributions. The parallel 1527
Phys. Fluids B, Vol. 5, No. 5, May 1993 distribution seems to be more representative of the heating undergone by the ions than does the perpendicular distribution, therefore, the former will be used. The kinetic en-· · ergy density for the parallel distribution, an ' is defined as (2) Herem is the ion mass and n is the ion number density. We will take au to be representative of the total ion kinetic energy density, a. As a rough estimate for calculation of W, we will take a to be the ion kinetic energy density before SF 6 is added, that is, a=ainit!at· Wave energy density, {3, for electrostatic waves is defined as (3) where Ere is the k-space electric field component. Experimentally, direct and accurate measurement of Ek is difficult and its indirect measurement based on wave dispersion relations, potential and density fluctuations levels involve several uncertainties. The application of Eq. (3) to the present PNIP is questionable. Not only has the wave or instability responsible for the broadband turbulence not been conclusively identified, but its large-amplitude, broadband nature would make any dispersion relation suspect. Calculations of Ek from the spectral floating potential, <l>k> requires the spectral density fluctuation, fmk, which could not be obtained.
For this calculation, rather than use Eq. ( 3), we will use experimental values of ion heating to estimate {3. It is reasonable to assume that the ion heating is entirely the result of turbulence since particle-particle collisions cannot account for it. One may take as a reasonable lower limit of (3 the difference between the final and initial ion kinetic energy density, that is, /3>atinal-ainitial; in fact, f3 may be considerably greater than this. Here ainitial is the ion kinetic energy density without SF 6 and a 60 a1 is its value with SF 6 • Now, one can estimate Was
Experimental velocity distributions were numerically integrated to obtain a. A plot of W versus SF 6 partial pressure is shown in Fig. 8(a) for the pressure range 0--30X 10- half the plasma may be lost radially. This may account largely for t he ro lloff in W at higher SF 6 pressures. An alternative way to calculate W is to nor malize afinal in order to compensate roughly for radially lost ions. T his can be done by multiplying afinal by the normalizing factor ninitia1/nfinal· In doing so, one obtains a new W ratio we call W'. A plot of W' versus partial pressure SF 6 is given in Fig. 8(b) . Figure 8 indicates the turbulence level in the PN IP can be varied smoothly by varying SF 6 partial pressure from a quiescent state characteristic of the Q-machine plasma up to a strongly turbulent state. 
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